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Using Mishkan HaNefesh   
The Reform Movement’s new High Holy Day Machzor 

 

 Two years ago we purchased the Reform Movement’s new High Holy 
Day machzor (prayer book), Mishkan HaNefesh.  The traditional machzor that 
has been passed down to us has many, many prayers with particular histories 
and layers of meaning.  Our new machzor has most of those traditional prayers, 
but also new interpretations, additional poetry, material for text study, and 
much, much more.  We could easily study the machzor for months before the 
High Holy Days so that we would have a better understanding of how best to use 
it in order to get the most out of it during the High Holy Days themselves.  But it 
is unlikely that most people would do this.   
 
What follows is a brief guide to help you travel through the High Holy Days with 
Mishkan HaNefesh as a road map and guide for your journey.  The editors have 
written that the machzor is [only] a tool for exciting and transformative worship:  
“. . . .what matters is not ‘mastering’ the book, but rather allowing the book to 
help us experience transformative, sacred moments.” (Introduction, Divrei 
Mishkan HaNefesh, Central Conference of American Rabbis, 2016/5776, p. 2).  
 

Some key features:  
The name:  Mishkan HaNefesh:  The word mishkan means “a sacred dwelling 
place.”  The Hebrew root of the word, sh-k-n, means G-d’s presence; the mem at 
the beginning signifies a place.  It reminds us of the mishkan in ancient 
Jerusalem where G-d’s sacred presence was said to have dwelt.  It was chosen to 
suggest the idea that Jewish people and their families come together in a 
particular space in order to engage in communal worship. 
 
The word HaNefesh means “the soul.”  The editors of this particular machzor 
chose it because they believe that the most fundamental work of the Days of 
Awe must be performed by the individual.  These days invite us to conduct a 
cheshbon hanefesh—an accounting of the soul:  a fearless moral inventory of our 
actions and interactions.  Traditionally, though we must also engage in a 
collective cheshbon haNefesh, a fearless moral accounting of the deeds of our 
community, our society, even all of humanity living at the present time, this 
machzor focuses more on the experience of the individual worshipper—
providing opportunities to engage in personal prayer or reflection, even if the 
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congregation as a whole has moved on to a new page.  Individual worshippers 
are encouraged to explore the book on their own and at their own pace, even if 
that means that they don’t keep up with congregation. 
 

General explanations for using Mishkan HaNefesh: 
• Each service in Mishkan HaNefesh begins with a thematic phrase that 

seeks to highlight the essence of the service.  The goal is not to reduce a 
service to one line but to help the person praying grasp a major motif. 

• The pages are purposely laid out:  on the right side is the more 
traditional rendering of the prayer, and on the left side, a more creative 
approach. 

• White pages have three basic elements:  a traditional Hebrew prayer, a 
faithful translation, and a transliteration; 

• Gray-tinted pages offer alternative translations, poems, counter-
texts, and creative readings. 

• Pages with a blue background, set off with a black border, are meant to 
be read or studied silently. 

• There are sidebars on the margins to help the worshipper follow the 
structure of the service. 

• Italics indicate scriptural verses, not responsive readings (as previous 
Reform siddurim indicated). This gives the congregation more choices 
with how particular prayers or readings might be said. 

 
We encourage you to purchase a copy of Mishkan HaNefesh for yourself, so that 
you can read, study, meditate and reflect on the prayers, readings, and study 
materials.  The set can be purchased by making a check for $42 out to Kol 
Haneshamah, and sending to 6115 SW Hinds Street, Seattle, WA  98116. 
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Thematic Phrases of Each Service 
 

Rosh HaShanah Evening:  Avinu Malkeinu is the phrase for Rosh HaShanah 
evening.  It encapsulates the essential message of Days of Awe:  we’re gathered 
to ask that G-d’s judgmental side (Malkeinu) be diminished just as G-d’s 
compassionate side (Avinu) be heightened.  Ideally, we would mirror this 
transformation in our own attitudes toward others/ourselves. 
 

Rosh HaShanah Morning:  The overall motif is the sounding of the shofar, calling 
us to wake up and pay attention! 
 

Yom Kippur Evening Service (Kol Nidre):  I forgive, as you have asked.  The motif 
of the evening service, beyond its obvious connection with Kol Nidre, is a verse 
from the Book of Numbers in which G-d accepts the forgiveness of the 
recalcitrant Israelites.  The idea is that forgiveness from G-d is a given; it is not a 
question of whether G-d will be compassionate, but whether or not we will be 
compassionate with ourselves and with each other, even as we submit our entire 
selves for review.  The point of Yom Kippur is not to convince a judgmental Deity 
to pardon us, so much as it is our acceptance of a loving and compassionate G-d, 
already offering forgiveness. 
 

Yom Kippur Morning: You stand this day, all of you, in the presence of Adonai 
your G-d.  The motifs are renewal of the covenant, and standing in judgment. 
We’re reminded that repentance is not too far from us. 

 

Yom Kippur Afternoon:  You shall be holy.  Tikkun midot hanefesh (healing the 
qualities/characteristics of the soul); repairing and strengthening character). 
 

Yom Kippur Avodah:  May we ascend toward the holy 
15 steps toward holiness 

Yizkor: 
There are different ways to reflect on loss and memory, grief and healing 
Grief does not come in such an orderly fashion 
We hold various relationships dear, making us vulnerable to loss and grief 

 

Neilah:  You hold out Your hand.  The central motif is the image of G-d’s 
outstretched hand, yearning to meet us in our journey toward repentance. 
It is a message of hope.  The time running out for repentance, but also, relief 
that G-d anxiously desires our return. 


